19th Aug 2021

Attendees

Agenda

- Ireland Tie-Up
  - V2 docs nearing completion
    - Need to get these wrapped up asap.
    - Need to adjust dev process for Jakarta - dont leave docs till end
  - Ireland Documentation [Project Board] - now prioritized

- TAF Status
  - Functional tests and Integration tests are failed, due to Jenkins x86 and arm64 nodes are offline and blocked PR validations
  - 10 Performance tests are passing

- Core WG [Project Board]
  - go-mod-core-contracts
    - Fixed issues
      - #208 Refactor all clients to have injectable Unmarshalers & Servers
      - #31 Audit GoDoc Compatible Comments
  - go-mod-bootstrap
    - Fixed issues
      - #268 REST endpoints do not gracefully handle request timeout configured by bootstrap
  - edgex-go
    - New issues
● #3648 when update the device profile, and restart the device service, but get the device all commands is not updated? why?
● #3668 [Command] The response code of Get Command should come from Device Service
● #3669 Remove unused variables in the infrastructure/redis package
● #3676 [kuiper] security-secretstore-setup uses hard-coded YAML with docker network-name

■ Fixed issues
● #3672 Errors in core-metadata API examples for get_device_*
● #3656 [Security] Remove curl executable from secretstore-setup
● #3667 What is the format of sending the event?
● #3491 [v2 sys-mgmt-agent] Implement v2 PUT /configs API
● #2166 Restructure the Redis DBClient implementation for events
● #2047 Create common Docker base images
● #1513 Create common EdgeX error type
● #2372 Remove mocks from all client services
● #2509 Update EdgeX to use one Redis Library Consistently.
● #2462 REST endpoints do not gracefully handle request timeout configured by bootstrap
● #3663 The quotes in configuration.toml are not consistent
● #3632 Make vault token TTL configurable

● QA/Test Project Board
  ○ New issues
    ■ #517 Implement config tests device-virtual with mqtt message bus
  ○ Working issues
    ■ #509 Implement config tests for core services
  ○ Fixed issues
    ■ #510 Implement config tests for device-virtual

Other Business
● Siggi: CLI client - draft ADR and PR. Awaiting comments etc
  ○ Walkthrough #525 next week
● New valueType “Object” and ObjectReading. Cloud to liaise with Steve Osselton and Iain Anderson and provide more context. Why not marshall to JSON?
  ○ Agreed on the concept, ticket to be raised. Expected to be done in Jakarta
  ○ Cloud to create ticket